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Shark Tank

PressRelease
Mighty Mo, Eddy Millis, Imani Lee

Fighters IMANI LEE and “MIGHTY” MO provide double K-1
wins at the “Mayhem at the Mirage” K-1 event for Eddy
Millis’s “Shark Tank” gym.
The “The Shark Tank” gym in Rancho Cucamonga, California proved its reputation
again as a champion producing training center in martial arts and kickboxing. The
“Shark Tank” specializes in recognizing potential champions, developing the
competitive capabilities of fighters and preparing them for top professional fighting
event venues.
Las Vegas; August 13th, 2005: Professional Heavyweight boxer turned K-1 fighter, IMANI LEE
fought his debut K-1 competition at the Mirage and delivered a WIN by unanimous decision in the
reserve fight against Jan (the Giant) Nortje. Imani Lee, from Alexandria, VA, battled through 3 good
rounds to victory. After the final bell rang, an obviously dazed Jan Nortje stood motionless to await the
defeating result against him. Imani Lee, a 298 6 foot 5 inch heavy weight power house, was supported
in his corner by Eddy Millis, trainer Jaime Fletcher, and manager Mike Hazard.
*********
“Mighty” MO, Shark Tank’s “Super- Bout” contender won by a knock-out in just over a minute of the
first round against IBF ex-champ Francois Botha. Mighty Mo’ knocked Botha down the first time a few
seconds into the first round, resulting in loud reaction from the spectators. Mo’ then added to the
crowd’s excitement by quickly knocking Botha down twice again within seconds, resulting in a WIN for
“Mighty” Mo’ Siligia. The Samoan Mo, another Heavyweight boxer turned K-1 fighter, will compete in
the K-1 World Grand Prix event in Japan at the end of the year.
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